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hort reprieve 
for agee's 
CAIN a chive 
Garrett Hargan August next, while funding is 
garrett@derrynews.net sought. _____________ _.I.Lt this funding cannot be 
Ulster University (UU) has found, then work will be un
announced the under-threat dertaken to convert CAIN to a 
CAIN archive based at its static archive during the three 
Magee campus in Derry will months from 1 May to 31 July 
be extended for nine months next year. In a statement is
during which time perma- sued to the Derry News at the 
nent funding options will be weekend, Ulster University 
explored. said it appreciated the con-

In February, the Derry News structive and supportive input 
revealed UU's plan to close from a range of stakeholders. 
the definitive Troubles ar- "The consultation confirmed 
chive at Magee which would our view that CAIN is highly 
have resulted in job losses for regarded a~ an impartial, reli
the three individuals tasked able and valuable resource for 
with maintenance of the site. researchers, students, journal-

The university insisted CAIN ists and wider civic society. 
would remain fully and freely "Whilst no immediate ex
available online, however , ternal funding commitments 
left unmanned it would have were secured, encouraging 
essentially been allowed to potential opportunities arose 
"wither on the vine," as one from the consultation that 
contributor said. merit full consideration. 

Academics and research- "Generous support from 
ers who use CAIN around the ARK - Northern Ireland's so
world mounted a staunch de- cial policy information hub 
fence of the valuable digital -will maintain CAIN in its cur
record. rent active form for a further 

The announcement by months months from 1 August 
the university revealed that 2019, enabling these to be 
CAIN would remain an ac- taken forward," the spokes
live archive for a further person added. 
nine months, beginning on 1 CONTNUED ON PAGE 2 
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